Ever Popular, The Christmas Vespers To Be Sold in Dorns

Start your vacation with a bang. The Service League in formal will take place on Sunday, December 12, from 9 p.m. to 12 midnight. The Yale College will be there. Tickets at $1.50 per couple will be sold in each dorm. Lists are posted in the dorms for those girls who want to go on the hayride.

If Saturday night’s Christmas

Informal is a success, Service League hopes to make this an annual affair. Since those attending the informal must be an informal, everyone and her date are expected in Jesus, pick up her shoes, sit, and sweaters, and the like.

Contest For Title Announced by NSA Literary Magazine

Winner To Be Awarded Grand Prize of Money Or Date With Officer

After some delay, caused by organizational difficulties, the NSA regional magazine, which has been under discussion for some time, has become a going concern. The only thing it needs now is a name.

As was announced at Amalgam, motion last night, NSA is sponsored by the Sigma Delta Bota magazine from today, December 3 to December 30 at noon, the content is open to anyone with a clever idea for a title. The names that are to be put in the NSA box in Fanning.

The magazine itself will be an informational literary effort, in no way an NSA publicity bulletin. It will provide a combination of interest to college students, and primarily stories, essays, humor, and other material will be contributed by students. The material will be contributed by students. The material will be contributed by students.

Editorials will rotate among the contributing colleges, by university with Connecticut as the first headquarters. Colleges might pay for the magazine, and in contributing material and editorial matters. The magazine will be published by the University of Maine, Trinity, College, Cambridge, Washington, D.C., Berkeley, Yale, Brown, Pembroke, New Britain Teachers College, and Westminster, Smith, and Wesleyan.

Choir Will Sing Joint Program With M.I.T. Glee Club Saturday Evening

The Connecticut college choir will sing a joint program with the M.I.T. glee club in the Campus Theatre Saturday evening, Dec. 11, at 8:30 p.m., following the program at 8:45 p.m., will be conducted by Thomas Osterhout, director of music at M.I.T.

The M.I.T. choir consists of 84 voices, and the Connecticut college choir is composed of 84 voices. The program consists of a wide variety of music, including some of the finest music of the age, and will give an opportunity for the members of the choirs to go to work together.

The concert will be held at the M.I.T. Union, and will start at 8:30 p.m. The admission is $1.00 per person, and all proceeds will go to the Connecticut college choirs.

The concert will be held at the M.I.T. Union, and will start at 8:30 p.m. The admission is $1.00 per person, and all proceeds will go to the Connecticut college choirs.

The Connecticut college choir will sing a selection of pieces, including the best of the age, and the M.I.T. choir will sing a selection of pieces, including the best of the age, and the M.I.T. choir will sing a selection of pieces, including the best of the age, and the M.I.T. choir will sing a selection of pieces, including the best of the age, and the M.I.T. choir will sing a selection of pieces, including the best of the age, and the M.I.T. choir will sing a selection of pieces, including the best of the age, and the M.I.T. choir will sing a selection of pieces, including the best of the age, and the M.I.T. choir will sing a selection of pieces, including the best of the age.
Uncommon Recognition

The “common man” was the target of a recent address by Herbert Hoover to the students and faculty of a western American college. His verbal arrows were aimed at the core of what he considers to be an erroneous concept in the minds of the American people. Mr. Hoover declared that “great human advances have been brought about by mediocre men and women.” This statement in itself is startling; the implications of his “common man” theory has been all too willingly accepted. Hoover, in a private interview, has stated that he is not at all disturbed by the criticism of his thinking. In fact, he sees it as a chance to give a new thought to the common man. For it is to be applied to the everyday man of which the real changes and improvements in every area of human development since time began. Great leadership is the faculty of uncommon men and women according to Mr. Hoover. To whom have we looked for leadership? Fortunately, the mere list of their names is too long to mention here. Fortunately, also, we need mention only a few in order to be aware of the debt we owe.

Millions of people revere the name of Jesus Christ and the inspiration of his teachings to the common man; no common man has the power to revolutionize mankind’s thought and way of life. Abraham Lincoln is a name forever engraved on the minds of Americans. Perhaps he came from the midst of the “common people”; but he, himself, was no common man. George Washington rose above man-made barriers to promulgate equality for all. He is a conspicuous example of the common man.

Mr. Hoover advocates in his speech that it is the job and gratifying practice of American colleges to train “uncommon men and women among our people.” Are you a malleable trainee?—G.L.

C L E N D A L R

Friday, December 10
Shoemaker’s Holiday
Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
Bill 106 at 7:00 p.m.

Saturday, December 11
Service League Christmas Informal Knollwood, 8:30 to 12:00 p.m.

Sunday, December 12
Christmas Vespers Chapel, 6:30 and 7:30 p.m.

Monday, December 13
Christmas Pageant Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, December 14
Christmas Pageant Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, December 15
Christian Student Union, 4:45 p.m.

Thursday, December 16
Chemistry Societies, 4:45 p.m.

EXAMINATIONS Give Opportunities for Careers in Gov’t

Specific Educational Requirements Needed by Seniors Applying

The United States Civil Service Commission recently announced its popular junior professional examination for sum and junior agricultural assistant examinations.

This year the 1:00 junior management assistance examination was given. The more able were selected from the examinations offer the attractive beginning salary of $2,000 per year and are located in Washington, D.C., and throughout the United States.

These examinations are particularly sponsored for seniors graduating by June 1949 and offer an opportunity for a promising career in the federal service in their own special field.

International Bill of Rights Might Extend U.S. Democracy

by Mary Meagher

President, the Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee of the General Assembly of the United Nations has issued a new bill of rights.

It affords the right to freedom of conscience and religion. and assembly the world over. It affords freedom of speech and assembly to the general public. It is a covenant by the signatories of the UN, it can become the means of realizing a more functional democracy here as well as in the hands of the states and the UN is the means.

The declaration is to be carried out in the United States. Congress can make no laws concerning individual or groups specifically in the UN and assemble the world and the world may order what it may to the UN. But the United Nations is the world and the UN.

Congress has found itself stymied on more than one occasion in attempts to pass legislation on poll taxes and other forms of discrimination in the South, because of the fact that it can make no laws concerning individuals except in relation to its specific duties and powers. The area of individual rights, according to our constitution, is not an area in which the federal government may legislate.

However, according to the constitution, and its interpretation throughout the years, the President has power in foreign affairs. There are no explicit limitations on what he may or may not write into law as a treaty, it is at his discretion.

This creates interesting speculations about the affect of the bill on US foreign policy. If the declaration is adopted, and is signed by the President, it becomes the United States International Bill of Rights law and is enforceable in our courts.

Mexico Slides to Be Shown Here Friday

Slides of Mexico, taken during the junior year in Mexico, will be shown Friday, December 10, at 7:00 p.m. in the auditorium. The program will be presented by Mrs. George W. Meagher.
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MEXICO SLIDES TO BE SHOWN HERE FRIDAY

Slides of Mexico, taken during the junior year in Mexico, will be shown Friday, December 10, at 7:00 p.m. in the auditorium. The program will be presented by Mrs. George W. Meagher.

"Why Must I Lose My Head in Every Argument?"

by Mary Meagher

President, the Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee of the General Assembly of the United Nations has issued a new bill of rights.

It affords the right to freedom of conscience and religion. and assembly the world over. It affords freedom of speech and assembly to the general public. It is a covenant by the signatories of the UN, it can become the means of realizing a more functional democracy here as well as in the hands of the states and the UN is the means.

Congress has found itself stymied on more than one occasion in attempts to pass legislation on poll taxes and other forms of discrimination in the South, because of the fact that it can make no laws concerning individuals except in relation to its specific duties and powers. The area of individual rights, according to our constitution, is not an area in which the federal government may legislate.

However, according to the constitution, and its interpretation throughout the years, the President has power in foreign affairs. There are no explicit limitations on what he may or may not write into law as a treaty, it is at his discretion.

This creates interesting speculations about the affect of the bill on US foreign policy. If the declaration is adopted, and is signed by the President, it becomes the United States International Bill of Rights law and is enforceable in our courts.

Mexico Slides to Be Shown Here Friday

Slides of Mexico, taken during the junior year in Mexico, will be shown Friday, December 10, at 7:00 p.m. in the auditorium. The program will be presented by Mrs. George W. Meagher.

"Why Must I Lose My Head in Every Argument?"
Adsit '52, Wins Honors With Poem

The National Poetry association has announced that the poem submitted by Louis Adsit, a freshman here at Connecticut, has been accepted for publication in the Annual Anthology of College Poetry.

Grown Restaurant
Where the Girls Gather
33 State Street

Do You Like Italian Food?
Go to
DANTE'S
for the Best
TRUSSMAN STREET

Set the Style on Campus
with a matched sweater and skirt from
The Style Shop, Inc.
91-101 N. BANK STREET
Telephone 3-1480

College Legislature To Meet December 13
There will be a meeting on Monday, December 13, at 3:15 p.m. in Fanning 111 for all who are interested in the Connecticut Intercollegiate Legislature.

Miss Park Speaks On Super-Church Needed in Future

Throughout her vespers sermon on the World Council of Churches on Sunday evening, December 5, the Bishop of Chichester, the Most Rev. George Balderston, emphasized the need of the world for a reintegration of Christian principles in a new form, applicable to the confused nations of today.

In August, 1948, Miss Park explained, the World Council of Churches met in Amsterdam; it represented a convention of 190 churches of 43 countries committed to an interpretation of the ultimate meaning of the church today. Missing from this conference were the Ecumenical Council and the National Church of Russia.

Purpose of Meeting
Why did these people meet? Perhaps Miss Park suggested the answer in a statement by the Bishop of Chichester who said that the church is running out of the century and is living in a world too strong for a divided church.

An important principle announced by the Council was the need for cooperation among the churches, or the establishment of a super-church, Vital to the establishment of unity in the church is the question of the order of society. Whether the church or the common man should inspire this is now being asked.

In order to the conference the fact that it brought these differences together and out into the open. Never of these issues or lines of approach that of the Christian world will unite.

That the church must first recognize its own guilt and, second, the differences in national philosophies were the broad conclusions of the conference. The time of all-against-all fighting is over and it must act quickly to fill adequately its vital role toward the solution of the urgent issues proposed by political and economic conclusion.

Axinn, Ober Judge Nation's Symphony

by Caroline Axinn and Rachel O. Axinn

Connecticut college was host to the National Symphony orchestra on Thursday evening, November 25, for the second of its 39 tour concerts. The National Symphony under the direction of Hans Haililey in a group composed largely of young musicians. This group, a three-year-old, obtained an admirably high degree of unified feeling.

They began their program with a Suite by Purcell. In the formal gracefulness, Air, and in the Allegro the antiphonal play between the harp and the violin section was especially lovely. Mr. Angel Reyes was the soloist for the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto in E minor, and though we felt he took him a while to relax we must realize the extreme virtuosity demanded of an artist to perform this work.

The violonist has developed great versatility in bowing techniques, being able to shift with ease that man is accustomed to favoring passages to pizzicato parts.

The second half of the program comprised was selections from Wagner's Tristan and Isolde and the Meistersinger. Wagner's style is such that the individual is more or less forced to interpret it as he sees fit, while always keeping in mind the composer's directions.

Xmas Vespers (Continued from Page One)

How Far Is It to Bethlehem by Donovon.

There will also be three Polish Christmas carols, Hark! Belie-
them, Sleep Thou, Good Jews, and The Queen of Heaven sung by trio comprised of Paula Meld-
er, Frances Merrett, and Sunny Brown.

A new feature of the service will be the singing of the Hallelu-

lum choruses from Handel's Men-
liah by the college choir, assisted by the members of the Coast

Guard choir. The audience will be requested to join in the singing of

UWF Conference at New Haven

Deemed Success by Delegates

Seventeen delegates from Connecticut college attended a conference at UWF at Yale last weekend.

The delegates, who represented colleges over the Eastern Seaboard, gathered Friday night in New London to hear the opening address given by Jack Balder-
ston, atomic scientist, and Edgar A. Mowrer, noted news communi-

ator. Mr. Mowrer, who worked on the Oak Ridge atomic project, spoke from the scientist's point of view on the possibility of world government. He said that the Baruch Plan is the best possible way to protect an "atomic Pearl Harbor," whereas the United Nations system that can prevent war is world government.

War Fosters Patriotism

Mr. Mowrer brought up the fact that war is accustomed to favor

ing war, for war seems to bring out the best in man, or what is known as patriotic fervor. He said that it was necessary to make man overcome this attitude toward war if he is to be set up as a world government.

Phyllis Clarke, president of the campus chapter of UWF, and Mr. Mowrer's speech was impressive in his positive, rational approach.

A report on the findings of this conference will be submitted by February 16. Following the meet-
ing a dance was held for the dele-
gates.

The conference was brought to a close Saturday night, the student UWF chapters in Connecticut met to set up a committee of five, the purpose of which is to study the problem of setting up a state student council. A report on the findings of this committee will be submitted by February 16.
Spanish Club's Party To Have Gifts, Songs
The Spanish club carefully invites everyone to attend its Christmas party, to be held on Monday, Dec. 13, at 7:30 in the gymnasium. Members of the club will lead the singing of some Spanish Christmas carols, and others will entertain by performing some Spanish-American dances. In true Spanish custom, everyone will join in the breaking of the piñata, which is a suspended, decorated jar, containing fruit and surprises.

Cobbledick To See Midwest and South For CC Candidates
Dr. M. Robert Cobbledick, Director of Admissions, left Nov. 7 for a six-week tour of several Spanish-speaking countries and others. He is visiting schools, both public and private, who have, or plan to send girls to Connecticut college.

The purpose of his trip is to speak to the school heads and in some cases the students of these schools about Connecticut. This contact creates a personal relationship that makes it easier to interpret and understand the college. Also, it helps place a candidate correctly.

A similar trip made last year to the West Coast proved successful and it is hoped that it will be possible to continue the practice.

Play Prod.
(Continued from Page One)

The production staff for the play includes: stage manager, Margaret Waller from '52; costumes, Susan Little; lighting, Elizabeth Smith, Charlotte Lennett and Theodora Flynn; properties, Carolyn Fox; make-up, Mary Atkin; sound, Joan Blandford.

Meet Me at
LEN'S PLACE
467 Williams Street
Phone 5080
Breakfast . . Luncheons . . Dinners . . Sandwiches . . Ice Cream Bar

THE SPORT SHOP
Exclusive with Us
302 State Street
Tel. 5083

Cococ, Yale Outing Is Next on Agenda
Connecticut college outing club has announced the class representatives to the board. They are Marguerite Moody and Barbara Middle from '52; Claire Brook and John Willard from '51; Susan Todd and Margaret Walker from '52.

Following last week's successful outing with Wesleyan, in the overnight outing with Yale to be held at their cabin in Norwalk this coming weekend. This will include sports, a song fest and square dances.

In the little more distant future include sports, a song fest and square dances.

There's a File

Wednesday, December 8, 1948
ONLY 17 DAYS
TILL CHRISTMAS

MARVEL SHOP
129 State Street
Lingerie - Hose - Drapery

According to a Nationwide survey:
MORE DOCTORS SMOKE CAMELS THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE

Prove for yourself what throat specialists reported when 30-day smoking test revealed

NO THROAT IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS!

MAKE YOUR OWN 30-DAY CAMEL MILDNESS TEST.
Smoke CAMELS, and only CAMELS, for 30 days. Prove for yourself just how mild CAMELS are!

Hundreds of men and women, from coast to coast, recently made a similar test. They smoked an average of one to two packs of CAMELS a day for 30 days. Their throats were examined by noted throat specialists. After a total of 2270 examinations—these three specialists reported not one single case of throat irritation due to smoking CAMELS!

But prove it yourself, in your "T-Zone," in your "T-Zone." Let YOUR OWN TASTE tell you about the rich, full flavor of Camel's choice tobaccos. Let YOUR OWN THROAT give the good news of Camel's cool, cool mildness.

Money-Back Guarantee!
Try CAMELS and use them as you smoke them. If, at any time, you are not convinced that CAMELS are the mildest cigarettes you ever smoked, return the package with the unused CAMELS and we will refund its full purchase price, plus postage. (Said by) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
Profiles

MARY BILL BROOKS
by Olga Krupen

It is a little surprising to meet Mary Bill Brooks, college song leader, for the first time. That is because she is all that you expect of a college leader and, somehow, much more.

Perhaps it is because you discover with surprise that, behind the friendly welcome in her eyes, those blue-gray eyes are serious and contemplative.

Her friends would rise in protest if you were to infer from her sometime philosophical manner that Mary Bill is not a lot of fun. Her popularity with her college mates needs no further proof than her selection as song leader of her class for three years.

"Humman appeal" was the way her friends summarized Mary Bill's personality—her enthusiasm, willingness to help people, sympathetic manner, her love of people. With Mary Bill her "I love people!" was a simple affirmation of her philosophy. She believes that every person has so much to offer anyone who is willing to listen that she spends a great deal of time just talking with people.

A French major because she thinks that it is naturally advantageous, Mary Bill would like to do both that of dean of students: guidance in education counseling, religious education. She is going to continue her training after graduation, perhaps at the New York School of Social Work.

Mary Bill's interest in religion has led her to be an active member of Religious Fellowship, serving as secretary-treasurer in her freshman year. Her enthusiasm for sports, especially hockey and basketball, is indicated by the fact that she is one of ten seniors voted "most valuable." Athletics have been a main extra-curricular activity for Mary Bill. She has been a member of choir and the Glee club for four years and is co-director of the Double Octet.

As college song leader, Mary Bill is responsible for planning all community singing, including Moonlight Sings, Competitions.

Dean's
Grill Casino
Dine and Dance
Gretna, Conn.

"Where the Gang Get Together"

MARY BILL

Sing, Mary Bill Day singing by the seniors, and carding by the freshmen. Mary Bill loves class directing and composing music. She has won the prize for the senior class song and the three competitive songs.

Mary Bill claims that she would be a trial to a roommate because she is "fascinatingly neat." At things like Mary Bill cites Harris and Kerievsky's "The Prophet."

As a student of the morphological field of human relations, Mary Bill should be equipped for the work with people she desires and its attendant gratifications.

Miss Heining Gives Research Findings on Iris Hybriddity

Assistant professor Katherine Heining of the botany department have a lecture December 1, on "The Cytological Aspects of Hybriddity."

Miss Heining described the technical aspects of experiments which she had performed concerning the fertility of dwarf iris and tall bearded iris.

Dwarf iris is a very short plant. One flower, bearded iris, on the other hand, is tall, blooms late, and bears more than one flower. When dwarf iris are bred with the tall species, an intermediate hybrid is produced which will have some of the characteristics of the parents.

What particular parental characteristics the hybrid will have is unpredictable. It is hoped that a species may be developed which will bloom later than the dwarf and earlier than the bearded variety, which will be of intermediate height and which will have more than one flower.

Another hoped-for species is a dwarf iris which produces more than one flower. One of the main difficulties in producing such a species is the hybrid which eliminates the possibility of cross breeding. In her experiments Miss Heining waswarned of the cause of the sterility of these iris hybrids and hopes to find a way to eliminate it.

FOLOWERS
Bouquets and Corsages
Fellman & Clark
Ft. Lauderdale
168 State St., New London

Strider
(Continued from Page One)

shrift by M. Anouilh and Mr. Gal
santher, for although she was on
stage at the beginning, she never
got a chance to open her mouth
over her appearance, but only
banged herself quietly and invisibly.

Among the gentlemen from Fort\n
Trumbull, who without ex
ception acclaimed themselves
with bong, Peter Heining gave
the highest performance. At
times, to be sure, he rapped his
words so effectively that one could
scarcely be understood, and he
clearly could not achieve the
masculine role of Creon (C.\n
Yvain, uncompromising yet
sometimes caressing, brutally un-
sure of himself, demands. But his
way was by far the most difficult,
and his gestures, movements, tim-
ing and stage presence were sus-
ained consistently throughout the
play.

Robert Chandler, who Hansen
seemed unemotional and colorless
next to Antique, but that may
have been the intention. Bryan
was the first guard was ex-
cellent. The classical purists, if
any, must not have liked him, but
the part is written the guard
apparently is supposed to be a
sort of drowned-aid with a soft
heart underneath, and many
hardly could have been better.
The other two guards, Edward
Dagastino and Harold Shumway,
helped, had only brief moments on
the stage, but were adequate en-
ough.

Miss Heining must be accorded
respect, Jack DeGange, who played
the part of Creon's page with realist-
decomposition and aloofness. In
all, rather rewarding and emotively ex-
citing evening.

Petersons' Inc.
Confectioners and Caterers
BREAKFAST — LUNCH
Cocktails Afternoon Tea
DINNER
Mail Orders Accepted Now for Christmas
"One of Conn's houses that set the standard."

DAN SHEA'S RESTAURANT
Delicious Dinners and Luncheons
Catering to Parties and Banquets
21 Golden Street
Phone: 5-1556

Always trade at
STARR'S
AS CONNECTICUT COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE DONE BEFORE YOU
Drugs
Prescriptions
Films
Tobacco
Magazines
Cigarettes

for

FILMS PRODUCED BY MASTER PHOTO FINISHERS
IT'S HERE WHERE YOU HAVE A CHARGE ACCOUNT
WITH YOUR CHECKS ARE CASHED

STARR BROS., INC.
Recall Drug Store
PHONE 5452
TWO DELIVERIES TO DORM DAILY

Next to You

Be sure the cleanliness you wear are executed by
experts in clean surroundings. After all, your cleanliness are executors to you. Try Majesty's better cleaning. Here are a few suggestions.

Dresses 1-2 Piece 99c
Blouses 50c
Skirts from 50c

NOTE: All cleaning includes minor rips mended, ordinary missing buttons replaced, Dean's protective bags.

NOTE: All cleaning includes minor rips mended, ordinary missing buttons replaced, Dean's protective bags.

C. & L. RADIO SERVICE
14 CHURCH ST.
TELEPHONE 5133

We make Repairs on:
RECORD PLAYERS — HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
We carry General Electric, Sonora and Motorola Radios and hobby Supplies

National Bank of Commerce
Established 1835
NEW LONDON, CONN.
Checking Accounts and Savings Accounts
Ask for
Special Check Books for College Students
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Caught on Campus

The Winnah

Mr. Strider has again distinguished himself. Several weeks ago, the hero of our story took it upon himself to look into the matter of the weekly Canada Dry football game. Seeing the fine name of Harvard opposing Yale for the coming Saturday, Mr. Strider took pen in hand and staunchly called his alma mater to the career of the blue.

What was his surprise some time later when he heard himself declared owner of the pool! His loot from the victory includes some elegant haberdashery and a pipe that doesn't tip over and spill ashes on the rug.

Pledge Quest

In case you hadn't heard, those demoted males who invaded the dining rooms and peace of mind of our dormitories last Saturday were out proving their worthiness for initiation into the hallowed fraternities of our neighbors back in the hills.

KB was served by one gallant nearly attired in tuxedo and black tie. In his eagerness to be of service, however, our friend forgot his shirt. Another pledge brought a 'female' into the dining room for an illustrated lecture on what the well-groomed young lady needs in the way of cosmetics for a home-party weekend. He bestowed complimentary lipstick, leg paint, hair rinse, and a tube of lip upon the girls of KB.

Middle Weber was approached for an autographed token of recognition. Yet another pledge went home bearing ten different lipstick shades on his brow, as bestowed by the ever-gracious girls of CC.

You Saw Red River?

You read last week's Life? Then you'll understand the reaction of our friends in Freeman to Montgomery Clip's. They wrote him a collective fan letter. But not an ordinary one, they hasten to assure you. It was strictly a congratulatory note on the excellence of his acting.

Answers to Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1. Mingwattat 1. Nillar
10. Fitch 2. Box
11. Stale 3. Grum
12. Ten 4. Oh
13. Sky 5. Yard
15. Space 7. Jims
16. Dr. 8. Slippered

DOWN
1. Aurora 9. Teed
2. Fly 10. Find
3. Volure 11. Savoere
4. Talino 12. Eyses
5. Sere 13. Den
7. Belle 15. Beervor
8. Fall 16. Zago
9. John 17. Enigma
10. Lorn 18. Bib
11. Co. 19. Tub
13. Low 21. OE
14. Lorna 22. At
15. Enigma 23. Aa
16. Tab 24. Vellor
17. Strider 25. Bivier
19. Dr. 27. Find
20. Savorer 28. Eyes
21. Nexus 29. Tel
22. Yard 30. Teed
23. Irenic 31. Seven
24. Oh 32. Bilge
25. Revlor 33. Dr.
26. Ration 34. Bilge
27. Eyes 35. Lorn
28. Tow 36. Bivier
29. OE 37. Ga' 38. Boa
30. Teed 31. Seven
31. Seven 32. Bilge
32. Bilge 33. Dr.
33. Dr. 34. Bilge
34. Bilge 35. Lorn
35. Lorn 36. Bivier
37. Co. 38. Boa
38. Boa 39. Low
39. Low 40. Bear
40. Bear 41. Nexus
41. Nexus 42. Co.
42. Co. 43. Low
43. Low 44. Nexus
44. Nexus 45. Co.

SINCE SEPTEMBER 20, 1948
10,408 COLLEGE STUDENTS
HAVE CHANGED TO
CHESTERFIELD
THERE'S A REASON

They're Milder

"My smoke is CHESTERFIELD in my new picture, WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME. I always smoke CHESTERFIELDS. They're MILD..."

It's MY cigarette.

Bobbe Sterle

STARRING IN
WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME
A 20TH CENTURY-Fox TECHNISCOPE PRODUCTION

Irene Bond - ABC GIRL
University of Oklahoma says -
"I smoke Chesterfields because I know they'll always give me the Cooler, Better, MILDER smoke I really go for!"

MAKE YOURS THE MINDER CIGARETTE

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS than any other Cigarette... BY LATEST NATIONAL SURVEY